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spanishforkidscd(Official Website) Teach your kids spanish with a basic cd course that goes step by step

through the basic vocabulary, sentences and expressions needed in everyday life. Your children will learn

basic greetings and how to carry on simple conversations in Spanish! Now children and parents can

interactively learn Spanish together. Our Spanish lessons are designed to engage parents and children in

a cooperative, enriching experience that also results in both parties learning Spanish through the fun

learning of Spanish grammar and Spanish verbs, idiomatic expressions... everything children and parents

need to speak Spanish, and speak it well. Our lessons provide a great resource for Spanish for beginners

and Spanish for kids . The rewarding aspect of this interactive parent-child learning experience is

priceless and unforgettable. If at home, children and parents can learn new words together and perform

the dialogues and exercises following the pronunciation and intonation from the accompanying CD.

Naturally, a combination of school preparation and family activities will yield the best results. Learning a

foreign language offers a unique opportunity for cooperative endeavor between children and adults. The

nature of language learning is such that it is one of the few experiences where chicos y grandes (kids and

adults) can learn together at the same pace, and where adults may again feel like children. It is never

enough to emphasize the importance of an Audio CD for any foreign language program. No language can

be learned without listening to its sounds, the inflexions of the voice and the way a native speaker blends

these words together. Therefore, the Audio CD is an inseparable part of this method. Why wait any longer

and buy a $50-$100 course, when you can invest $14.95 and learn a universal language that has become

as great of importance as English. A Childs Education is Priceless....How much is your child

worth????.....Invest in him/her today!!!!!!....SpanishforKidsCD.com Track List Lesson #1 - Simple Ways to

Meet & Greet in Spanish 663kb / 3:23 Lesson #2 - Verbs, Nouns, & Pronouns 1.25mb / 4:48 Lesson #3 -

Subject Pronouns 1.75mb / 4:41 Lesson #4 - Test & Review 27kb / 04:54 Lesson #5 - Questioning &

Answering Various Greetings 27kb / 04:47 Lesson #6 - Ways of Saying Goodbye 27kb / 02:49 Lesson #7

- Putting It All Together 27kb / 08:24 Outro Tags: learning spanish for kids
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